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INTRODUCT ION

The Counter Group has worked on Fermilab Experiment E6S3, Measurement of Charm

and B Decays via Hadronic Production in a Hybrid Emulsion Spectrometer, for the

past several years. There were two runs for experimental data. In 198S, Run I

used a beam of 800 GeV protons and in 1987 Run II used a 600 GeV beam of negative

pions. In total, we currently expect to have several thousand charm decays with

-BOO clearly observed charm pair events and -2S B pair events of which seven are

now in hand.

Analysis of the first run data is complete. This includes processing the elec-

tronic detector data in order to select charm candidates followed by scanning and

measuring of the emulsion using recently developed fully automated scanning tech-

niques, and then combining and refitting the emulsion and electronic data to recon-
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struct and analyze the charm events fully. A number of talks have already been

given on these results, and there are an instrumentation paper in print and three

papers on physics results submitted for publication. The ma_n results from Run I

are: I) the production data on inclusive charm xF and PT distributions; 2)

charm pair production data, xF and PT distributions based on 3S observed charm

pairs and their pair correlations; 3) D* production data; and 4) measurement of

the branching ratio for D°_Kpu.

For the second run, there were a large number of improvements made in the appar-

atus, and we recorded 10°Ievents on 2200 magnetic tapes, using 30 vertical emulsion

module stacks and 2S horizontal emulsion stacks. Because of using a pion beam in-

stead of protons and because of improved detector and triggering efficiency, the

yield from the second run is of order S times the yield of the first run. First

pass analysis of the electronic detector data was completed in January 1990, and

emulsion scanning and measuring have been under way since November i98B. At the

end of Run II, approximately 106 events were recorded using active silicon wafers

for a target and emphasizing coherent charm production. The salient features of

the expected results from Run II are the following: 1) twenty-five B pair events

are expected, as mentioned above, from which we measure charged and neutral life-

times separately and the properties of production; 2) full decay analysis of the

semileptonic decay mode D±_K*pu; 3) confirmation of the new observation in our data

of the decay mode Ds_pu ; 4) high statistics measurement of the decay modes D°_Kpu

and D°_KpuX°; S) measurement of a number of constrained hadronic decay modes of charm;

6) production data (as for Run I but with substantially higher statistics) for inclu-

sive single charm and charm pair events; 7) we are, of course, on the lookout for

more unusual types of data such as four charm events; and 8) data on coherent charm

product ion.
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The major new effort of the Counter Group is Fermilab experiment E781, an

experiment using a "Segmented Large X Baryon Spectrometer - SELEX." This new

spectrometer facility uses the Fermilab charged hyperon beam. lt is especially well-

suited to the high statistics study of the production of heavy flavor baryons and

their decay modes and branching ratios due to excellent detection capability, par-

ticle identification and mass resolution for baryons produced at large xF. Proto-

types of major pieces of apparatus for this spectrometer are being tested in the

charged hyperon beam during the current fixed target periods at Fermilab (February-

August 1990 and June-October 1991). These include new versions of silicon strip

detectors using SVX readout, two new pixel devices to be provided by the LBL-SI.AC

team, a test rig of several elements of the RICH detector currently under construc-

tion, a test drift chamber of the type used irl E66S, and beam TRD modules. The

first full-scale r_Jn of E781 fs expected to take place in tile next fixed target

period in 1993/1994.

Througll his involvement irlCERN and SSC studies of calorimetry at future high

luminosity hadron colliders, Russ has been studying the use of silicon detectors in

calorimetry and the question of radiation damage to them. He had an SSC Generic

Detector Development grant for 1987-1988 and 1988-1989 and funding for this work

has continued as part of the 1990 budget for the group and as part of the silicorl

calorimetry subassembly SSC project during 1991. M. J. Clemen joined this project in

November 1990 as an SSC Fellow.

M. P. Procario joined the group in July 1990. He had been a Research Physi-

cist at Harvard working on the Cornell CLEO detector and he continues his involve-

ment there on a part time basis.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the . "curacy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,

manufacturer, or otherwise dots not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

: United States Government or any agency thereof.
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E_NPOWER

The following is the manpower situation as of this writing:

Tenure Track Faculty: R. M. Edelstein, M. P. Procario, J. S. Russ. M.P.

Procario joined the group in July 1990, replacing R. J. Lipton, who left to take a

staff physicist position at Fermilab in January 1990. Senior Research Scientist:

D. M. Potter. Research Physicists: M. J. Clemen, D. B. Gibaut, Y-L. Zhang. M.J.

Clemen joined the group as an SSC Fellow in November 1990. Y-L. Zhang completed

his thesis with this group on E6S3 in December 1989. He stayed on as a Research

Physicist with the group from January - August 1990, at which time he left to be-

come a Research Physicist at Penn State.

Of the five graduate students listed above, two have completed their PhD's on

E6S3. A. P. Freyberger finished his thesis in August 1990 and took a Research

Physicist job at Florida State University working on the Cornell CLEO detector,

and W. R. Nichols finished his thesis in March 1991 and has taken a job in scien-

tific computing at the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory of Westinghouse. S. C. Tiara,

S. Yang and C. Zhang are all newer thesis students in the group. As in the past,

we continue to hire additional graduate and undergraduate students to work in the

group part time and during summers.

FERNILAB EXPERIMENT E6S3

A. OVERVIEW

Fermilab Experiment E653 is a collaboration of the University of California

at Davis, Carnegie Mellon University, Fermilab, Ohio State University, the Univer-

sity of Oklahoma, and several Japanese and Korean universities, principally Nagoya,

Kobe and Osaka City. E6S3 is the successur to the highly successful ES31, a hybrid

emulsion spectrometer study of charm production by neutrinos. In our current exper-

iment, we studied charm and beauty particles with an a]l new hybrid emulsion spec-

trometer, this time using the highest energy proton and pion beams available at the
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Tevatron. We concentrated our effort on performing the experiment using the emulsion

target, and we also took some data with a target of active silicon wafers.

Major hardware contributions to the experiment from the Carnegie Mellon Counter

Group included the following: I) the PDP11/750 on-line computer facility, 2) the

lead-liquid argon electromagnetic shower calorimeter (LAC), 3) the scintillatioll

counter and Si wafer beam detection system, Li)the fast logic and trigger system,

and S) the Si wafer and logic system for running with carbon and silicon targets.

Throughout the course of the experiment Carnegie Mellon has played a leading role

in software development and data analysis and we will continue to do so until E653

is complete. Our major contributions in this area include the following: I) the

initial on-line software, 2) the Monte Carlo package for the experiment, 3) the

silicon microstrip track fitting routine, 4) the vertex reconstruction package,

5) the analysis routines for dealing with emulsion measurements, 6) the develop-

ment of the momentum estimator for underconstrained charm and beauty decays,

and 7) the major responsibility for several of the physics analysis projects (iri

fact, currently we contribute more manpower to the analysis than any other American

institution).

The two experimental runs of E653 were performed in 1985 and 1987 using an

800 GeV proton beam and a 600 GeV _- beam, respectively. Data analysis for Run

I is complete. Four papers have been written, and one of these is in print.

Three Carnegie Mellon graduate students have written their theses on Run I data

and received their Ph.D.'s.

Analysis continues on Run II data. Several projects which are close to

completion should be finished during the next 9.-6 months and will lead to 6-8

papers submitted for publication by the end of calenda,- 199_. In addition, a

number of other analysis projects will continue well into 1992, with coml)letion

of all analysis and submission of all articles for publication by the end of
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1992 or early in 1993. At least seven more papers should result from these

projects. A fourth Carnegie Mellon graduate student is doing his thesis on

Run II data.

Altogether then, we expect at least 17 papers to come from E653.

The most exciting result of the experiment to date is the sample of seven

bona fide B production events found in a first pass scan of the emulsion. These

are events in which the production vertex is seen in the emulsion and three or

four secondary decay vertices are found either in the emulsion or in the downstream

region. Thus we observe production of both members of the B pair and the sequential

decay of each. Though hundreds of thousands of beauty events have been seen before

no one else in the world has such a sample where one sees the whole picture in such

detail. A rescan of the data with revised criteria should yield a total of ~2S B

pair events of this quality (at this writing, one new event has been confirmed).

B. THE FIRST RUN

Run ] used an 800 GeV proton beam into the hybrid emulsion spectrometer and a

downstream charm decay muon trigger. In all, 2S vertical emulsion stack modules and

2S horizontal emulsion stack modules were exposed for a total of 30 liters of emul-

sion. There were S x 106 triggered events recorded on 1200 data tapes. First pass

analysis of electronic detector data yielded S6,000 predicted charm candidates.

These were then scanned and measured in the emulsion thereby producing a sample of

-700 charm candidates. The latter is an arduous and impressive process handled by

our Japanese and Korean collaborators. With the combined electronic and emulsion

scanning data in hand, these candidates were further reduced to a final data set to

be used for physics analysis by an iterative process of refitting, reanalysis and

in a number of cases rescanning of em_Jlsion.

The physics analysis for these data involved the use of the "Minimum Parent

Mass" technique, which was developed in our collaboration. It has facilitated
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extracting maxima] information from the events. Basically, it is a tool for

estimating the momentum of the parent charm particle when the decay is under-

constrained while at the same time disentangling decay modes on a statistical

basis.

The results of the completed data analysis of Run I data are as follows:

I. Inclusive Charm Production. A final data set of 146 charm meson decays was

used in this work. A fit to the form

d2_ e-bp2
dPZ _(l_ixFl)ndxF

gave

+1.9 +0.10
n = 6.9 -1 8 and b = 0.84 -0 08 (GeV/c)-2.

From these data we also find the following total inclusive production cross

sect ions for proton-nucleon scattering:

o(D *) = 29 ± 7 • 11 pb and o(D°,D--6) = 38 ± 3 * 13pb.

Our results are consistent with other recent measurements and continue to

indlcate quite central charm meson production from protons. The data also sl_ou,

no indication of a leading particle effect. But then there is no high momentum

charm production observed of any kind. Also, there is no indication of any

nuclear effect in our data. For this we cite the forward backward symmetry of

the differential cross section in the center of mass, and the agreement of our

integrated cross section with an A1 dependence when compared to charm productlon

in hydrogen. These results on single particle distributions are the subject of

the thesis of our student, William R. Nichols.

2. Charm Pair Distributions and Cnrrelations. A study was made of 3S charm

pairs for which each of the partners has a multiple charged particle decay.

From fits to the functional form

d2o
_(l_iXFl)n e-bPT2

dxF dP_
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we find

n = S 0 ± 1 S, b = 0 6S +0.10 (GeV/c)-2 and <P-_> = I 53 +0.22 GeV/c
" " " -0 08 ' _ " -0 17 '

where xF and PT are for the charm pair in the overall center of mass.

The following are results from charm pair correlation ana]yses: <Mpair>=

+0.21 +0.14 -1 <Ay>=l 21 +0. 105.S6-0 37 GeV/c2; for the distribution e -aM , a=0.53_ 0 10 (GeV/c2) ; " -0 13;

<_T>=107±10 degrees; there is a peaking at cos 8 = 1, where e is the polar angle

of one of the charm in the center of mass of the pair, with respect to the target

particle direction in that frame. This peaking tends to favor gluon-gluon fusion

over quark pair annihilation.

In summary, the predictions of leading order QCD for gluon-gluon fusion are

qualitatively consistent with our measured distributions of M, Ay and cos e for

the charm pairs, and the PT2 distribution is similar to that measured in dj]epton

product ion.

The charm pair da_a are the subject of the thesis of our student, Arne P.

Freyberger.
S

3. D Production. Production of D*_ has been studied using only the electronic

detector data for D*± -_DOn ±, D° _ Kpu. For these data, we find

n = 10.5+1.6 and b = 0.84±0.11(GeV/c)-2.

In addition, again using A1 dependence on atomic weight, we find

BR (D°_Kpu )•_(D* )=2.6±0.7pb/nuc ieon.

This sample was the basis for the thesis of our student Yangling Zhang.

4. Neasurement of the Relative Branching Fraction F(D°_Kpu)/F(D°_pX). One of

the exciting developments in our experiment has been the analysis of semi-muonic

decay modes of charm• In Run I, there is a data set of 124 events of the type

D° _ pX. Relying heavily on the "minimum parent mass" technique, we have extracted

a measurement of the ratio
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BR(D ° _ Kpv)a = = 0.32±0.05±0.05.
BR(D ° _ pX)

From this result, one can derive the following:

BR(D ° _ Kpu) = (2.4 ± 0._ ± 0.5)7.

and F(D ° _ Kpu) = (S.6 + 0.9 + 1.2) x i0I0 s-I.

This result is lower than those measured by BR III and E691 and suggests that the

difference between the rates for D° -_ K_u and D+ _ K'£u may not be as great as pre-

viously indicated. Therefore, we are in better agreement with theoretical predic-

tions than are the other experiments.

C. THE SECOND RUN

Run II used a 600 GeV negative pion beam into the hybrid emulsion spectrometer,

with, again, a downstream muon trigger from charm or beauty decay. A number of

improvements were made over Run I including the following: Bore steel was added

to the muon system to reduce punch-through. The silicon strip system was strength-

ened with larger detectors at the downstream end and finer grain detectors at the

upstream end. The LAC system was made more stable, both in the readout electronics

and in the plumbing. The muon drift chambem system was overhauled to improve its

reliability. An assembly of active silicon wafers was constructed for running in an

all electronic detector mode emphasizing coherent production of charm.

Run II went very smoothly. In all, I07 triggers were taken with a substan-

tially higher charm event/trigger recovery ratio than in the first run. They were

were recorded on 2200 magnetic tapes, and, altogether, 30 vertical and 2S horizontal

emulsion stack modules were exposed for a total of ~3S liters of emulsion. As a re-

sult, the expected yield at the end of the run was several thousand charm decays and

-30 beauty pair events. We therefore decided to end the experiment after only two

runs rather than the three originally scheduled. Carnegie Mellon continues to play

a central role in all phases of Run II data analysis•
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The first pass electronic data analysis used the OSU pVAXIII cluster and the

Fermilab Amdahl facility• It was completed on schedule in January 1990. The phil-

osophy for the subsequent analysis is different from the approach in Run I. There,

appropriate for a first run, the selection criteria for the predictions sent to tile

emulsion groups were relatively loose and open and therefore resulted in a rather

low yield rate. A similar scheme for Run II would have required A DECADE OF SCAN-

NING. Instead, the following two-prong attack was used to scan for beauty: First,

a scan of all the data was made using a cut for the trigger muon of PT > 1.S GeV/c•

Though the yield was low, this entire pass took only six months, so that by October

1990 we had seven clearcut B pair events. The second scan is now being done with a

higher expected yield. This time for the muon PT > 0.8 GeV/c and there is the add-

itional requirement of a hadron with PT > 1.0 GeV/c. This pass should be completed

by Fall 1991. Currently, the total expected yield from the experiment is -25 beauty

pair events. For several years nou _e ],ave IJ,_el,claiming an expected yield from E653

of 30 beauty pairs. To have come this close to the mark is truly remarkable.

The situation for charm scanning is another story. The charm predictions must

have a very high yield rate in order to obtairl high statistics samples in a reason-

able time. We therefore concentrate on those channels with high quality predictions.

Given our muon trigger, it is only reasonable that these are directed first of all

at semi-muonic charm decay. This first pass at scanning and measuring for charm is

currently interleaved with the emulsion work aimed at beauty, lt will contilme we]]

into Fall 1991 and probably beyond, with the rescan for partner charm decays also

beginning in late 1991.

In parallel with the electronic detector data analysis directed at predictions

for the emulsion groups and in concert with that ec6fort, a large fraction of our

current work has emphasized highly productive all electronic analysis for charm

physics results. In these projects we study the details of semi-muonic decay modes
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and constrained hadronic decay modes. We are also analyzing the data from the tests

with live silicon target.

In the following we discuss the Run II analysis projects:

I. Beauty Physics. The beauty events this collaboration is currently studying

represent the most important p_ece of physics the Counter Group has been involved

with for a long time. In most of the seven events studied in detail to date, one

observes the primary production vertex irl the emulsion, the downstream decay of

each of the B particles, and the decay following these of the daughter charm. All

the long-lived charged particles in these decays are fully momentum analyzed. Thus

for most cases there are five distinct vertices in an event, making for a sam])]e

which is unlque in ali the world, lt is clear that this is where the emulsiorJ has

really paid off.

Preliminary analysis of these events yields the following: There are 9 neutral

B's and S charged B's in the sample. Also, one event has the decay B_J/_+X, one

event has BB mixing, there are 3 D*'s among the B decays, and one B has a high

momentum _o detected in the LAC attached to it. Of the seven events, six are trig-

gered by a muon _rom Bo decay and one from a charged B decay. As to lifetimes, the

neutral B's are "well behaved" with

_o = 0.8 ± 0.2 ps,

but the charged B's have one very short and one very long decay time, the rest

being "reasonable." So the charged B lifetime is on the long side,

_± : 3 ± 2 ps,

and the average is a bit long compared to previous data,

= 1.6 ± O.S ps.

It will be very interesting if we can find a significant difference between _o and

z± in the full sample.
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As to pair correlations and pair production dynamics, we find

<Mpair > = 13.9 GeV/c 2

<p2> = 8 (GeV/c)2

<CT > = 146 °

and

(1- IXF-0.0751 )3'_

The large value of <CT >, the azimuthal opening angle between the two B's, offers

striking evidence of the back-to-back production predicted by QCD. Also, the pro-

duction cross section for 600 GeV _- beam on emulsion is 30±15 hb/nucleon, in

excellent agreement with the QCD prediction of Berger.

Currently, we are cleaning up the analysis of this data and working on two

publications based oll it, one on topologies and lifetimes and the other on prodiJc-

tion. Also, rescanning and measuring proceed with at least one new candidate cur-

rently on the scene. As we remarked earlier, the entire B physics sample of ~25

events should be completely analyzed with at least two more papers written on

beauty, in about one more year, i.e., by Sprling 1992.

K"2. Complete Decay Analysis of D+ _ pu. A complete analysis of the decay

D+ 4 K*pu will be finished by June 1991 wlth submission for publication in Fall

1991. Approximately 300 events are studied for dependence on the K* decay angle,

the lepton pair decay angle, the correlation bet,veen the K'decay plarle and the

plane of the lepton pair, and the lepton pair effective mass. This has been an all

electronic detector data analysis project basically but with backup scanning of the

emulsion. Where our events fall within the fiducial volume of the emulsion, elec-

tronic data predictions have a high degree of reliability.

The analysis has been exhaustive and thorough, with careful attention to accep-

tance and resolution corrections the proper shape of the Kj, resonance, backgrounds,

and stability with respect to varying the cuts. The end result is a measurement of
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the strength of the form factors related to the transverse and longitudinal decay

amplitudes from which one can derive, inter alia, the ratio of the longitudinal to

transverse polarization of the K* and its degree of alignment. Ours is a stronger

sample than the one used by E691 b,Jth in statistics and in uniformity of acceptance.

It is also different from theirs illthat they study D+ _ K* eu so that they needn't

account for the ,.:bargedlepton mass whereas our results are affected by mp and the

functional form we fit is slightly different. Though there is more competition

looming on the horizon from E687 and E791, ours should be the best result on this

analysis for some time to come.

Understanding that these must still be regarded as preliminary, we quote the

following interim results:

g/f = 0.26 ± 0.04

a+/f = -0.I0 ± 0.03

L/T = 1.15 ± 0.2S .

Here g is the vector form factor, f and a+ ar_- axial vector form factors and L/T is

the overall ratio of longitudinal to transverse alignment of the I<*. Our results

differ from those of E691 by one to t_o standard deviations and are closer to the

theoretical predictions of Gilman and Singleton and others than 7.691 is. Best said,

our agreement with theory is "reasonably good." This analysis project is largely

the work of our research physicist, D. B. Gibaut.

_n conjunction with this study, we determine the ratio I_(D+_I<*pt,)/F(D+_I<*HuX)

using a technique similar to the one used to measure the rate for D°_Kpu in the

Run I data. With this result in hand, we will be able to measure the normalization

and hence the overal] decay rate l'(D+_]<*pu}. This is largcly the work of our grad-

uate student, C. Zhang, and will be part of his thesis.

3. _-_ 0 Im_. This decay mole is present in our data at t:le level of ~40 everlts.

Again, basically this is an all electronic detector analysis project: but with

• i
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selected events verified by emulsion scanning. Currently, we are cleaning up tile

details of the analysis to get a final sample. We will apply the machinery developed

for D+ _ K_ pu to analyze the decay angular distribution of this statistically more

limited sample and extract a measurement of its branching fraction. To the extent

possible, it will be extremely interesting to compare the decay analyses for two

distinct vector meson decay modes of charm, DS _ _ pu and D+ _ K_ pu. Clearly,

this will make a very interesting comparison to study for future experiments with

higher statistics. D. M. Potter, our senior research physicist, has been in charge

of this project.

4. D° -_ [_. This mode will again be studied with the Run II data, once more

relying heavily on the emulsion analysis. Predictions have been sent for emulsion

scanning which should lead to more than SO0 events of the type D° _ pX, as compared

to 124 events iri Run I. This will lead to a more precise measurement of the decay

rate for this mode and valuable data for studying productic, n dynamics both for

single particle inclusive distributions and for the dynamics of charm pairs.

This is one of the modes that will take longer to scan, most likely being com-

pleted in late 1991. lt is because of the limited scanning capability and the f_ct

that scanning for B pairs is our first priority.

S. Measurement of Constrained Charm Decays. Tbe decay modes D+_K-_+_+; D°_K-_ +,

K-3_; and D*+-wn+D°, D°_K-_ +, Kpu are currently being studied using all electronic

detector analysis. The samples are not large, S0-100 per mode, but they are very

clean and will be useful in studying inclusive single particle production dynamics.

Along the way, they demonstrate that we are able to see constrained charm in our

hybrid emulsion experiment. This work will be the thesis of J. Wilcox, a graduate

student at UC Davis.

&. Charm ]:-oduction Dynamics. Single particle inclusive distributions in long-

itudinal and transverse momentum will be studied using a variety of samples of

I
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semileptonic and hadronic decays of charm mesons, as already indicated. The same

is true for charm pair distributions and correlations. The emulsion scanning for

single charm will be completed following the B scan and after that w111 come the

charm partner scan. He rely heavily on emulsion scanning especially for the charm

pairs, but we are also learning with time to handle the analysis with increasing

reliability using all electronic detector data. So the mix of data for the final

samples to be studied for production has not yet been determined. We still believe

we have the capability to wind up with a final sample of -3000 charm decays for

single charm inclusive analysis and ~S00 well identified charm pairs. These

analyses should be completed by late 1992.

7. Other Charm _tudies. The emulsion technique is uniquely sensitive to a

great variety of more unusual types of charm hadroproduction because of its wide

xF acceptance and high measurement precision (-I um). Though we have not yet

devoted much time to it, we still plan to search for charm baryons in our data,

for events with four charm mesons, and for other more unusual charm physics which

may appear.

8. Coherent Diffractive Charm. As already stated, in addition to the emulsion

exposure, Run I] included a run with all electronic detection. For this purpose,

the emulsion target was replaced by a specially constructed target module of active

silicon wafers and charm decay detectors. The trigger for this run preferentially

selected coherent diffractive charm pair production from silicon. Events from one

million triggers were recorded over a two month period using a parasitic 800 GeV

proton beam. We estimate conservatively that if coherent diffractive production

is -0.0S7. of total charm prouuction then this not so short "exploratory" run should

yield 100 measured c]|arm pair events. A search for coherent events in these data

has yielded no evidence for coherent production. We will continue to work on these

data in order to set a stringent upper limit on this effect.

_
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As already indicated, the full analysis of E6S3 data to completion and with

publications submitted will take approximately two more years.

E781 - CHARM BARYON PI_IOll AT llI(_l

In November 1988 the Fermilab PAC approved E781, a proposal to construct a new

spectrometer to study charm baryon production at large x. Carnegie Mellon is the

lead group, with Russ as spokesmar,. This experiment constitutes the major group

effort throughout the 1990's before SSC. The spectrometer combines some existing

conventional devices (PWC's, drift chambers, a large TRD) with newly developed fine-

pitch silicon strip detectors, silicon pixel detectors, and an innovative Ring-lmaging

Cherenkov counter. The data acquisition and triggering pushes orJline computation to

a new level of sophistication, using RISC computers and FASTBUS data acquisition ele-

ments now being developed. The collaboration currently includes SS Ph.D. physicists

from S countries and is growing steadily.

Charm baryons remain a poorly known segment of heavy quark physics. The best

event samples consist of "100 events. A reasonable lifetime determirJat_on, using

+
a modern silicon vertex detector, has publis]-,ed only for the Ac by NA32 at CERN,

using a pion beam. T],ey report the interesting phenomenon of antibaryon production

at very large XF, not easy to explain by QCD.

A CERN experiment, WA62, made the initial discovery of -_ using a hyperon beam.

The experiment was sensitive only at large xF and used a proportional chamber and

- drift chamber spectrometer with no secondary vertex selection• For conventional

production mechanisms it is surprising that such a simple apparatus could fin(! charm.

Similar spectrometers working with protun beams found nothing. Silicon vertex detec-

tors have been necessary to observe charm production from mesons or protons. Never-

theless, the partner state -o has been observed recently by the CLEO group, wit|| a

signal of-30 events in a 2-body channel --_+. The agreement of masses ])etweer_tl_e
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=+-cand -_ supports the validity of the WA62 data and demonstrates the power of usir_g

a hyperon beam at large x tc) probe the charm baryon spectrum. The aim of E78_ is tc)

use this technique with modern silicon strip and sil_con pixel instrumentation to make

a thorough study of charm baryon decay modes arld lifetimes of all four stable charm

baryons as well as search for their hadronlc and electromagnetic excited states.

The physics interest in ct,arm baryon systematics ma)' be urlderstood in refererlce

to the charm meson discoveries made when larse data samples were produced by the Mark

]]] spectrometer ]n e+e - annihilation and E691 iri photoproduction. Tile classic: arla]y-

ses of charm meson decays based on spectator physics were proved to be incorrect.

Instead, the differei1ces in lifetimes of D+ and D° mesons have been correlated _,ith

non-spectator modes of meson decays to demonstrate the importance of interference and

anliihilatiol] diagrams ill uri(]erstan(]ingcharm meson spectroscopy. The I/N expansion

has been employed to organize different orders of the strong-interaction correctioi_

terms to the lowest-order weak decay diagrams. It has led to a quantitatively-correct

description of many of the unexpected features of the charm meson decays, suc|J as

dominance of qua:_i-two-body final states. Its applicability to baryon physics is

totally urlexplored. Different models are now emergirlg to explain the same data,

focussing on the kinematics of heavy quark-light quark systems. Agaih, baryons

form a real challenge to tile theory.

The baryon decays may well also show a rich spectrum of W-exchange processes

due to the absence of he||city suppression. C|lannels will be open for baryoT1s

which are suppressed for mesons, but there are complications from identical

quarks in certain states. Taking all these effects into account is not sim;,]e,

but there are a few model predictions for tile overall lifetime of the four

stable charm baryons:

_O
• (Qc ) < _(:c) < _A_) < _(-+c)
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In order to study some of the details of the models, good statistics (S% or

better) are required on all lifetimes. This requires a single comprehensive expe-

riment in which systematic effects are well understood, rather than a number of

isolated data sets from more limited experiments. That is the kind of result- that

E781 is designed to produce. The weak decay systematics involving the charm quark

are a good laboratory for testing b-quark models. Tile b-quark modelling fs neces-

sary to extract Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element information from B-hadron decays.

Some independent tests of the validity of the extraction procedures are important

irl assessing progress.

Besides the branching ratio and lifetime studies for the weak decay physics,

there are various strong interaction physics questions that are important. The

whole question of charm baryon production at large xF is murky, with conflicting

data sets from comparable experiments. Antibaryons are reported at large xF from

NA32 with a ])ion beam. As mentioned already, WA62 discovered the -+=c in an experi-

ment sensitive only at large xF. Conversely, NA27 (I.EBC) reports very few A+ in a

400 GeV pp exposure at any xF. From 800 GeV proton beams at Fermilab, neither E743

nor E6S3 observe charm baryon production. At the ISR there are many reports of

leadins charm production, but cross sections are generally too large to be taken

seriously. A definitive experiment using several different beam particles at sev-

eral energies is needed. E781 can supply exactly these kinds of data. The initial

studies will be wit]] 600 GeV F.- and 11- beams. This allows comparison of antiquark

effects in meson production with strange quark effects in hyperon production of

charm. The P Center beamline at Fermilab could supply protons as well.

In addition to the XF-dependence question, one should ask about spin effects

in charm baryons. One of the great surprises of Fermilab hyperon physics wa_:

the discovery of large PT-dependent polarizations in strange baryon production.

This phenomenor, remains somewhat obscure, although several recent models fit
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the polarization information from proton production for all four strange baryon

families. The predictions for charm baryons have not yet been made. E781 is ill

a unique position to study these effects.

Other experiments are sensitive to charm baryon production. At CERN WA89, the

successor to HA62, has had a first run in a 3S0 GeV hyperon beam. Their apparatus

is much more limited than thaL of E781, but they do have a silicon vertex telescope

for lifetime studies. Their trigger limits them to multibody charged modes and the

beam has only $7. of the F- flux of the Fermilab beam. Nonetheless, they will provide

interesting physics output. They are now processing last year's data to extract a

-c+ signal and to measure the xF dependence of charm baryon production from hyperon.

They expect a few hundred events frown ]ast year's run and a similar number this year.

Fermilab experiments E687 and E791 intend to collect charm samples of 1K-SK charm

baryon decays in this year's run. These are open-trigger experiments, sensitive

primarily to the charm cross section at XF~O. From the first runs of these experi-

ments only about a00 A+ per experiment have been presented at conferences. There

are no publications yet. Irl addition to the data from proton accelerators there

are now useful charm baryon data from ARGUS and CLEO. One of the most important

outcomes of the e+e - data is the absolute branching ratio determination for some

charm baryon modes. Such absolute normalization is important for connecting rela-

tive branching ratio measurements to total rate measurements, aiding in comparing

experiment to theory. The e+e - data samples are not numerous, but they are valuable

compliments to the results from hadron machines.

Nevertheless, major advances in understanding the weak decay physics wall re-

quire large data samples for all stable charm baryons. This requires the event

selectivity that a trigger supplies. The idea of triggering on charm is not new,

but it has been elusive in previous attempts. NA32 enriched the charm sample by

requiring a ](- in the trigger, at the cost of iTJsensitivity to certain decay modes.



E791 and E687 use a calorimetric condition (large ET) to gain a charm enrichment

factor of 2-3. Ev8i hopes to achieve a charm enrichment of 200, at a cost of 10%

charm acceptance, using the large xF condition. The E781 trigger must be decay mode-

independent to cover all br'anching modes. He intend to exploit the fact that all

charm baryons will travel a finite distance away from the production point before

decaying to implement a "miss-distance" trigger, using extensive online comp_itatJon.

The difficulty that "miss-distance" analyses have had traditionally stems from

the multiple Coulomb scattering of slow tracks from XF~0 decays or from early decays

of strange particles. By requiring that the interesting charm states have high momen-

tum (large xF) bot|i of these backgrounds are highly suppressed. The minimum track

momentum of i_Jtere.gt in E781 is 30 GeV, for which the multiple Coulomb scattering

in the 20-layer silicon vertex telescope is comparable to the spatial error on t]_e

angular resoltltion. Irl order to men,sure the pertinent resolution functions, the

E781 collaboration is preparing a full test system for operation in t|ie P Center

hyI_erorLbeam over the next few mc_nt|_s. This test will include silicon strip detec-

tors wJt]i VLSI readout as planned for the full experiment, a prototype big|a-rate

drift chamber, the beam Transition Radiation Detector (Leningrad-supplied) w|Jich

does II/S separation, and the phototube-readout Ring Imaging Cherenkov counter.

Also, for part of the running there will be a silicon pixel device of rh(, typ__ t._

be used in the experiment, from the UCB/SLAC group.

The test run will be parasitic during the operation of Fermilab E800. TtJe

data analysis will pus]l software development for the next run. All in all, it is

a very healthy situation for the experiment. Thanks to the funding supplement ir_

FY89, the CMl/ effort on vertex silicoll development is on schedule. Fermilab is

supporting us for the test run _'ith Computing Division and Research Division

effort.
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The E781 tests work into our own data acquisition system, using a Fermilab

Microvax III CAMAC system running VAXONLINE. Our students have rebuilt the entire

E761 DAQ system to prepare for the test run. The effort is comparable to having

set up an entire new experiment at BNL. Complicating the effort was the need to

move the operations center from the E761 area to a renovated portakamp across the

beam. During E800 operation tile muon flux in the old portakamp area is expected

to be too high for safe occupancy. The laboratory has assisted us irl establishing

a new control area for the test, including a new host computer system for data ac-

quisition.

This activity, of course, is a precursor to carrying out the full experiment

ill the 1993-94 fixed target period at Fermilab. The time scale for mounting this

experiment in that interval demands that we have significant funding for the exper-

imental hardware, starting in FY92. As we had discussed in the FYg0 funding request,

CMU carries primary responsibility for implementing the silicon vertex detector, for

overseeing the Data Acquisition System development, for developing the tracking soft-

ware, and for overall experimental direction. All these activities take people and

money over and above the standard contract request. In FYgi we asked for $2SOH and

were given $100 K. That's useful, but in FY92 v_ must make a major push to assemble

the equipment for E781.

E781 Equipment Budget

In order to prepare E781 for installation in summer, 1993 the major funding

must be done in FY92 and FY93. The CMU areas of responsibility are covered in the

following sections. The total funding needed in the next two fiscal years is given

in the following table and discussed in detail below.
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FY92 FY93 i_94

Silicon Vertex Strip System $160K $ISOK

(20 planes, S cm x S cm to 12.8 cm x 9 cm)

Fabricate VLSI readout _0K ---

Beam-Region Silicon --- 40K

Silicon Pixel Detector SOK SOK

Drift Chamber Project 40K ---

Photon Detector Project --- 40K

Data Acquisition Project 2SK ---

Tech Services --- 2SK

Cables, Low Voltage Power Supplies --- 30K 2SK

Installation (equipment, temporary tech support) SOK

Additional Physics Effort SSK S8K 61K

E781 is now negotiating with Fermilab for stage 2 approval. This requires a com-

plete Memorandum of Understanding, and we submitted a draft version on January 14.
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This is included as Appendix I. In this part of the discussion we focus on the CMU

part of the MOU.

Besides th_ overall organizational task for E781, CMU is committed to three

major hardware tasks, all involving silicon detectors. In addition, there are sup-

porting roles ill facilitating major hardware projects to be carried out by our for-

eign collaborators. We discuss these in order.

I. Silicon Vertex Detector _fstem

In preparation for the test run we acquired 20 Hamamatsu DC-coupled silicon

strip detectors. We also joined in a run of VLSI readout chips developed at

LBL for the CDF experiment. C111!was a co-developer, emphasizing features of

tile chip needed for our fixed target application. Tile first test of this

system iri a fixed-target readout mode, as opposed to fixed-timing windows

characteristic of colliding beams applications, will be made by us this year.

Preliminal-y studies indicate good detector performance, with system noise at

the theoretical limit for our 2-cm detectors. We are gaining invaluable

experience irl mounting and operating detectors through tills prototyping period

- as is the purpose of a test run.

Meanwhile, developments in detector technology and VLSI readout design have

continued. Ali major strip-detector manufacturers now offer AC-coupled detectors.

By eliminating the need to cancel leakage current effects in the readout cycle,

this makes a 4Z improvement in the noise of the system. Such an improvement is

quite important in a large system. We want to build E781 with these devices, now

that they are reliable. Also, in response to our suggestions new designs of VLSI

readout chip exist at LBL and at Fermilab. They offer lower noise, lower deadtime,

and greatly-enhanced readout speed. This improvement again will have a major impact

on a large system. We would like to acquire this next-generation readout for E781.

Part of the money to do this is included in the $I00K special equipment funding
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given for E781 during FY91. However, the bulk of that money is needed to begill

work on the next major silicon project, the 9-cm long detectors.

Silicon strip detector sizes are constrained by current processing machinery

to fit on either 3-inch or 4-inch diameter wafers. Our current S cm x 5 cm devices

use all of a 3-inch wafer. To cover the necessary solid angle off the production

target in E781 it is necessary to fabricate detectors by setting several rectangular

diode arrays side by side. On a 4-inch wafer one can develop devices which are 3.2

cm x 9.0 cm. Tile dead zone at the edge is of order iSO pm or less in present-day

devices from Micron Semiconductor. We plan to begin acquisition of prototype devices

this year and complete the order next year. The FY91 funds will allow us to pay for

the N_on-Recoverable Engineering (N-RE) costs associated with making masks for these

devices arid to acquire a set of 6 prototypes. This will make two full detector's and

allow us to measure the dead zone between adjacent panels. The rest of the order

would be spread over FY92 and FY93 funding. Prices are based on a quote from Micron

Semiconductor, but bids are now being solicited from Hamamatsu, Canberra, and MBB as

weil. The total cost for AC-coupled detectors is estimated at $160K. After this

year's expenditures for NRE costs al,d prototype devices, boards and mounting costs

add another $401(.

In going to an AC-coupled system we must replace the present detectors. This

is also required to replace tile readout. The current quote from Hamamatsu is $I00R

for this system. Boards and mounting costs are $IOK. The remaining $40K for the

silicon detector system quoted in the MOU is associated with the acquisition of the

next-generation VLSI readout. The final design of that chip will occur in FY91, k,ith

production scheduled for FY92. TlJe total costs of the run will be split between sev-

eral interested users. The arra_.gements are not complete, but $40K reflects a S0%

share in a custom VLSI run producing 40 wafers.
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II. Silicon Beam-Region Detectors

In a h.'gh-rate beam the beam region of drift chambers must be deadened. Irl

E781 interesting tracks go through this region. We plan to install a 6-plane sili-

con detector system (Scm square, SO pm pitch) to cover the deadened area of

the chambers in the upstream spectrometer system. Because other interesting parti-

cles go through the frame of these detectors, the mount must be low-mass. Designs

of suitable nature are being used for silicon vertex systems at CDF and LEP; others

are being explored for DO and SI)(|. The readout will be standard SVX, witll low-mass

connecting cable in the sensitive area. T|le detectors are estimated at $24K. Mount-

ing and special cable fabrication is $10K. Prototype engineering is $6¥ for a total

project cost of $40K. This would be FY93 money.

III. Silicon Pixel Detector

CMU has participated with some SSC funding iri the work of the Silico, Pixel

effort, headed by Steve Shapiro (SLAC), Eric Arens and Garrett Jernigan (UCB- SSL).

Our interest dates to the origin of the project. The addition of two planes of

space-point measurement capability (S pm resolution) will greatly enhance the

secondary vertex resolution iriE781. The use of CCD devices iriNA32 gave them

a large improvement in secondary vertex definition, and we expect similar improve-

ment with these pixels. The present pixel work is aimed at SSC. Irl order to use

these devices in a Fermilab experiment we must support the costs of acquiring the

detectors, the readout system, and the technical support necessary to include such

devices in E781. This Si001( expense ($$0K each in FY92, FY93) will move this de-

veloping technology into present-day high energy physics applications. Our use is

the first physics application of tllese detectors. Tile money is equipment funds to

sub-contract to UCB-SSL for a pixe] system.
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IV. Drift Chamber Project

The Brazilian groups are co]laboratinE to establish a drift chamber production

facility in Sao Paulo. The Brazilian federal authority and Sao Paulo state authority

are funding the effort. The project must supply 30 drift chambers, I.?. m x I.?. m,

with S6 ceilschamber. These are of the E-66S "vector" design, with 8 sense wires/

cell. Some of the parts must be paid irl U.S. dollars. These cannot be suppl_ed by

the Brazilian groups. CHU will purchase the necessary parts and export them to Brazil.

No high-tech items are involved. No special export licensirlg will be required. This

would come from FY92 money.

V. Photon Detector

In order to detect charm baryon radiative decays, which produce "few-GeV" photons

at small angles, the Leningrad group is preparing a high-density Cerenkov radiator.

This will use a new material with sIlort radiation length ¢I cn). This permits good

isolation criteria for individual photons as needed for a high-photon-density region

like tile forward direction. There will be many channels of readout, lt is antici-

pated that a hard-currency investment of $40K in Soviet-built photomultipliers will

play a major role in instrumenting this calorimeter. Tl_is w_ll be FY93 morley.

VI. Data Acquisition and Readout

Tile E781 data acquisition system represents a major advance in charm experiments.

The use of an online software filter implies high system reliability and error toler-

ance. This requires careful system design. The project is being carried out in con-

junction with the Fermilab Computing Division and is aimed at generating software

tools to do full-scale DAQ design and simulation. We want to test all error condi-

tlons in a simulation before committing to hardware.

One of the outcomes of this study will be a set of specifications for all pieces

of the DA0 system. A significant problem to be addressed is the handling of the sil-

icon vertex data as it is used in the trigger. In the vertex silicon, the fine-pitch
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detectors have readout that handles only odd or even strips. These must be interleaved

in order to find actual "bit" coordinates. At the same time dead-channel effects must

be corrected. This design task will involve engineers from Leningrad and Fermilab,

but the coordination lies at CMU. Therefore, we've included a $2SK request for out-

side engineering services to cover this project in FY92.

VII. Personnel Costs

E781 is a major new project. Through the , iod of full development, installa-

tion, and raw data analysis _,e need to add one more Ph.D. scientist to tile group.

The CMU workload is very large. Just the management aspects of the experiment are

staggering. Considering the special project needs, we believe that adding another

post-doc resident at Fermilab is essential to the success of the project. This irl-

crease in group size is correlated with E78i activities and would have a finite dur-

ation, lt is important to start the buildup already in FY92. The data acquisition

project will take attention. We expect to order a large number of silicon detectors

to be mounted and tested. The analysis code for tile full experiment will be devel-

oped, using test run data and Monte Carlo results. The needs are manifold.

Later, we show a temporary increase in technical services for instal]atlon ex-

pense, both stockroom needs at Fermilab and temporary technicians. This is needed

in FY94.

Activities

Since joining the Counter group in July 1990, M. Procario has started work or,

• E781. His work has mostly been on the development of the high speed data acquisition

system, needed to implement E781's software trigger. Irl addition, he has continued

some of the work he was doing on CLEO II as a Harvard research associate. CLEO I

= had an excellent sample of charmed baryons, and CLEO l]'s will be probably the best
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available until E781 runs. Looking at the CLEO II charmed baryons will provide excel-

lent physics in its own right and provide a starting point for doing physics with

E781. Procario has been asked to coordinate the charmed baryons analyses for CLEO II.

At the time he left Harvard, Procario was responsible for all aspects of the

calibration, analysis software and Monte Carlo for the new barrel time-of-flight

system in CLEO II. In order to smooth tile transition for the new personnel who

will be responsible for the time-of-flight system and to extract some physics

benefit from his previous efforts, Procario has continued to devote part of his

effort to CLEO.

The major efforts this year have been to calibrate the system to its expected

resolution and develop analysis software to use the time-of-flight system for par-

ticle identification. In the summer of 1990, the resolution of the TOF system for

Bllabllaswas approximately 2S0 picoseconds. It has improved to 160 picoseconds for

Bhabhas with the development of new calibration procedures. The resolution for

pions in hadronic events is currently about 170 picoseconds. To reach the desired

resolution requires the careful study of many small sources of systematic errors.

This will be pursued by both CMl! and Harvard.

The software to analyze the TOF information was written over the summer and

early fall of 1990 by Procario and first used to analyze actual data in the fall

of 1990. This software can handle the cleanest hits in the TOF counters, which

account for approximately 807. of all hits. Future development of the analysis

software will be needed to increase the efficiency of the TOF analysis.

The TOF system does an excellent job of proton identification. Usable proton--

kaon separation of the TOF system exists at higher momentum than for the de/dx

measurements in the drift chamber, which is CLEO ZI's other method of particle

identification. The ability to do proton identification is very important in the

study of charmed baryons.
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CLEO I measured many A+ branching ratios, and observed F.c'S and -c'S. CLEO li

should improve on this performance. CLEO II has better proton identification, and

the photon energy resolution is much superior to CLEO I, so decay modes of charmed

baryons involving E°, F.+ and -o as well as _°'s can now be studied The luminosity

at CESR has improved, so the data samples will be larger.

Currently, only about 20Z of the Ac decay modes are known. CLEO II should be

able to fill in the rest of the picture, with modes involving neutrals. CLEO has

worked on the problem of absolute normalization of the Ac branching fractions with

a variety of techniques. None of the results are strong yet, but E781 has no abil-

ity to measure absolute branchir,g fractions, so any CLEO information will be useful.

There is a good probability of finding some of the missing charmed baryon decay

modes, arid confirming some of the weakly seen ones such as [_c- Understanding the

large branching fraction decay modes of the charmed baryons before E781 runs will

al]o__ a faster analysis of their lifetimes when it does run. To facilitate this

work, CI_.!will assign one of the present graduate students to work on charm baryon

physics at CLEO.

S_C Detector Development Activities

The SSC Generic Detector Development project at Carnegie l%]lon has pushed

the understanding of the radiation environment in the SSC through experiments in

conjunction with the TIS division at CERN and INFN laboratories. The major aim

of this project was to establish an experimental basis for the calculation of neu-

tron energy and spatial distributions within SSC detectors. The work is unique

and has already made some important advances in understanding the low-energy neu-

tron generation process. By comparing neutron profiles from different calorimeter

materials at different energies, our data provide a significant test of large-scale
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Monte Carlo codes that simulate hadron showers. This work continues, even the gen-

eric finds are spent. The CMU contribution is now mostly analysis time by Russ.

Reports were given at the Fort Worth meeting and the Fermilab Calorimeter Workshop.

A second aspect to the program was the study of saturation effects in tile EH

damage in silicon PIN diodes, with prospects of doing sampling Eh calorimetry with

silicon detectors or developing silicon "pre-converter" detectors. Clemen has joined

in this project, supported in part by SSC lab through the Silicon Electromagnetic

Calorimetry Subsystem. Our focus is on radiation tolerance of silicon ill the role

for the SSC, including damage effects on signal shape and resolution.

The group was involved with the EMPACT/TEXAS LOI and participated irl those

studies. Since that has been turned down, we are studying other options. Russ is

also oll the fixed target SSC proposal. This idea, if carried out in a timely way,

holds great promise for a many-faceted study of CP Violation in the b-system. The

b yield for SSC fixed target (4s -200 GeV) slJould be comparable to that at UAI

(4_-600 GEV). Thus, b production would be expected to comprlse about the same frac-

tion of all events as charm does now at Fermilab. Establishing clean trigger and

tagging conditions will be easier ill the fixed target environment. Experience has

clearly demonstrated that adapting experiments to enhance trigger conditions is done

far more readily in the fixed target environment. Therefore, we are attracted to

this physics, but it is too earl)' to make a firm commitment.
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COMPUTING ANALYSIS MODEL:
RESOURCE REQUIRMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS

At this early stage in the E781 development it is appropriate only to give estimates of the computing
needs as outlined in the Analysis Plan on p. 16. Current work on simulation and program

development will allow us to ref'methese estimates over the next two years and submit a full
computing analysis model closer to the tkne of the experiment.

m
q
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E781 1993-94 RUN PLAN

Assumptions: 8-month fixed target run
80 hours/week of useful data (accelerator, beamline and spectrometer losses ~ 55%)

to - 6 mo. installation complete, including computing systems

to - 5 mo. trigger timing set with sources; trigger matrix tested

to - 4 mo. data from sources collected through DAQ system for each detector subsystem

to - 1 mo. debug systems with muons during startup; do rough alignment

to + 1 wk establish beam, trigger; align system; study RICH with beam rt

to + 4 wk offline tracking in silicon, PWC, drift systems working; final alignment

to + 6 wk Take 20 hr run (1 kHz interaction rate) to check on-line trigger tag against offline.

to + 7 wk electron calibration run for photon detectors 1, 2, 3

to + 8 wk A trigger study with _, _ beams

to + 9 wk online trigger studies; alignment stability checks

to + 10 wk final trigger def'mition

to + 12 wk begin data-taking on charm baryons

Note: The Primakoff studies require only portions of the apparatu; to be ready. They will be
interspersed as appropriate with the setup activities, to provide an early look at that physics.
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DATA PROJECTION (Example)

The following is a projection for the data we might accumulate during the 1993-94 data run.
The estimates are based upon the run plan outlined above and assumes 80 useful beam hours/week.

1993-1994

Spill Length 23 sec
Cycle Time 60 sec
Cycles/Week 10080
Acc. Duty Factor 0.70
Beamline Duty Factor 0.90
Spectrometer Duty Factor 0.75
Trigger Rate 10 kilohertz
Triggers/Spill 138,000
Readout Time per Event 30 gtsec
Readout Deadtime/Spill 6.9 sec
Trigger Deadtime/Spill 2.1 sec
Total Deadtime/Spill 9.0 sec
Livetime Fraction 0.6
Secondary Momentum -600 GeV/c

Trigger Beam split Run time Yield

charm baryons 33% n ,67% )-'. 1120 hours 70,000 Ac--opKn from n beam

250,000 ,Ec-oAKnn from E beam

anti-charm baryons 67% n ,33% )". 320 hours 40,000 Ac---)pKn from n beam
'7'9.. wc--oAKnn from E beam

hybrid states 100 % n 100 hours during tuneup 102 improvement over E272

exotics 33% n ,67% E 160 hours 300 ev/nb with leading pbar
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E781 OFFLINE ANALYSIS PLAN FOR THE 1993 RUN

FACTS event size: 13 kb event rate to tape: 100 Hz (DC) 300M events/1600 hr. run

PRIMARY PROCESSING: assume 20 MIP-sec/event for primary processing. Full pass 1
takes 0.6 x 109 MIP-sec -- 200 MIP-year. WE REQUEST THAT 20%

OF THIS CAPABILITY BE AVAILABLE DURING DATA-TAKING
e.g., 4 months of time in 1-week chunks on a 120-MIP farm during the
8-month run.

SPLITI'ING Pass 2 output only; estimate 150 8mm tapes to be copied multiple times

PHYSICS ANALYSIS

MONTE CARLO's Two classes of Monte Carlo work are required:

1) GEANT-based system for detailed experiment design and algorithm development
2) high-statistics Monte Carlo for apparatus and analysis efficiency studies

The f'u'st effort will be needed during FY91-92 and will be heavily VAX-cluster oriented. Event
samples of order 103 - 104 will be needed. Other experiments of similar complexity require --1
minute of CPU time/event. We estimate a need for 800 hours of VAX-cluster CPU time for this
phase of Monte Carlo analysis.

In view of the large statistics of the full data sample, it is unlikely that GEANT is the right tool for
the full simulation. We do not currently have an accurate assessment of the needs for this phase, lt
is likely to be a problem that can be addressed in part by the processors in the on-line farm.

COMPLICATIONS

ALTERNATIVE POWER 150 MIPS of processor is available AFFER data-taking for Monte
Carlo work and physics analysis. There will be a data-handling problem if this is used for
data processing on the full set of tapes. For that reason we do not envision using these
processors for pass 1 reduction.
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_ION

The theory group is primarily concerned with empirical consequences of gauge

theories and tile associated phenomenology. This includes QCD (Cutkosky), OED

(Levine), weak interactions (Li and Wolfenstein), and cosmological applications

(Holman). This research is summarized below and described in more detail ill sub-

sequent sections.

Cutkosky and his collaborators have long been lnvolved in hadron phenometlol-

ogy, most particularly the excited states of baryons. Complementary to this, a

program of non-perturbative QCD calculations was started using continuum methods in

contrast to the more conventional lattice calculations. Levine has a long-standing

program in computational QED concentrating on obtaining improved theoretical values

of g-2 for the electron.

Wolfenstein and LI and their collaborators have worked on areas of weak inter-

action phenomenology that may yield insights on physics beyond the standard model.

One of these is the problem of CP violation including various K meson decays, the

neutron electric dipole moment, and B meson decays. Wolfenstein has also been in-

volved for a long time with the possibility of non-zero neutrino mass and, in par-

ticular, with consequences for solar neutrino experiments.
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Holman, the most recent addition to the group, works with a varlety of collab-

orators on problems at the particle-cosmology frontier. Of major interest have

been problems related to phase transitions in gauge theories, both those relevant

for models of inflation as well as later-time phase transitions relevant to baryo-

genesis and galaxy formation. Other work has involved the possibility of a cosmo-

logical solution to the strong CP problem.

The theory group will begin a search in the fall of 1991 for a new faculty

member In the area of elementary particle phenomenology to ensure the continued

strength of our effort in this field.

A. NUMERICAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF QCD

A program of non-perturbative QCD calculations was started here several years

ago by Cutkosky. Tl,e activities in hadron phenomenology and in these studies are

complementary. Continuum methods are used for the OCD investigations, circumvent-

ing the known difficulties of lattice calculations and provir_ing different perspec-

tives on the structure of 0CD with a modest expenditure of manpower and computer

resources. A Hamiltonian formulation is used, so that the low-lying states can be

looked at directly. Coulomb gauge-fixing eliminates unphysical degrees of freedom

and negatively-horsed states, allowing QCD to be treated variationally. Mode trun-

cation is then applied in the finite domain S3, which has good symmetry and topol-

ogy as well as an efficient circumference/volume ratio.

Two problems of special interest in QCD are the confinement of _.luons and the

condensation of quarks. Both are being considered, using numerical and analytical

approaches. Separate models are being used to investigate these two questions at

present, but tlle results in one area provide focus for the other. Many technical

aspects of the boson and fermion problems are quite different, even using contin-

uum methods. The fermion pair problem is numerically somewhat intractable, but
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exhibits a new kind of dynamical symmetry. This allows analytical treatment of

the strong-coupling limit.

The computational aspects of this program have been supported in part on the

HEP VAX cluster, and in part by resources allocated at the Pittsburgh Supercomput-

ing Center.

_. l_mmericml Calculations on Confinement in Pure-Glue OLD

The general aim of this work is to help develop insight into the confinement

mechanism and the structure of low-lying states. Tile picture that has emerged

from this program in recent years is, first, that the Gribov horizon effect leads

to a mass gap between the vacuum and excited states. Furthermore, as a consequence

of non-perturbative Coulomb interactions, there is also a second gap of about equal

size between the first and higher excited states (gluebells). Low-lying states are

thus associmted with collective excitation._. They also embody strong local color-

charge cancellation. This occurs because the Coulomb interaction diverges when the

transverse fields approach the horizon, forcing the dominance of field configurations

in which the color-electric field is solenoidal. There have been many earlier sug-

gestions that the structure of the QCD v_cuum state is controlled by magnetic inter-

actions, involving paramagnetic instabilities of monopole structures. These conjec-

tures were not supported. There is a "chromoelectric Meissner effect" (reduction

of color-electric flux in the vacuum), but it arises from the Coulomb interaction.

There are several fortunate circumstances which make the technical calcula-

tions simpler than one might have expected. First, the shape of the Gribov hori-

zon was found to be quite accurately parametrizable as an ellipse in amplitude-

space. Second, a quasi-Gaussian uave function, with simple and obvious modifica-

tions for the effect of the horizon, turned out to be a good approximation for the

vacuum state. Third, three-gluon configurations, which are important for paramag-
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netic effects but are not accommodated by a Gaussian, can nevertheless be exponen-

tiated using approximations involving a large number of colors.

Extensions of this work are nov underway. At the present time, Cutkosky has

carried new variational calculations through a first stage. These incorporate a

more general treatment of the effect of the Coulomb interaction on the boundary

condition at the Gribov horizon. The structure of the vacuum state in these new

calculations has been found to be very similar to the previous result, but the

study of excited states is still in progress. When this work is completed, the

treatment of three-gluon (paramagnetic) contributions to excited states will be

improved. At this time, an extensive series of numerical results on Coulomb

matrix elements for the three-gluon configurations have been tabulated and saved

on disk files.

2. Analytical Studies of Coulomb-Gauge

Analytical studies of the Faddeev-Popov determinant and of the Gribov horizon

have been undertaken because of their impact on the program of ab in itio numerical

calculation, but have not been published separately. The same holds for investi-

gations of the large-n c behaviour of triple-gluon correlations. P. Besting, a

visitor here from Bonn during 1989-1990, also worked on properties of Coulomb-

gauge QCD and provided valuable insights into the structure of the theory.

3. A Bodel for the Condensation of Fermions

Studies of the condensation of fermion pairs and the breaking of chiral sym-

metry have been the focus of a large number of calculations, using both continuum

and lattice methods. Some of the questions studied are: Does occurrence of a

condensation depend on whether the interaction is confining or non-confining? If

there is a condensation, does it have chiral properties? How does lt depend on

the number of colors or flavors? Are there similar phenomena in strong-coupling

OED? The results of the previous studies have been rather equivocal and contra-
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dictory about these questions. The CMU program has been directed toward model

calculations to investigate this situation. An advantage of the continuum formu-

lation is that the fermion-doubling problem of lattice theories does not exist.

Furthermore, there are no problenLg with fermions of zero mass, so it is easy to

consider models with exact chiral symmetry. In comparison with other continuum

studies, more complete numerical calculations are used.

On S3, fermions are more complicated to treat than bosons. D. Sen (a former

postdoc) developed a useful formalism which was extended by K. C. Wang (a former

student now at AN3.) and Cutkosky. This was used to discuss states in which fer-

mions, which are in pairs, interact via a Coulomb potential as suggested by the

QCD calculations. In general, the formulas that arise are similar to those in

infinite flat space, except for simple discretization effects. A series of num-

erical calculations were carried out by Capstick, Cutkosky, Joensen (a student),

and Wang o11 a single-flavor version of this model, with various confining or non-

confining interactions, and are being extended by Capstick, Cutkosky, and Joensen.

The models use a general non-retarded interaction, with a Dirac matrix To at

each fermion vertex. The variational wave function is the most general possible

form in which fermions and antifermions are coupled in pairs that have no net

color or momentum. This makes numerical calculations very difficult because

there is an enormous number of such states even with a very low momentum cut off.

It was found that even __minor truncation of the number of states gave serious

inaccuracies. Standard variational wave functions, as used for example in super-

conductivity theory, also gave very poor numerical accuracy and misleading quali-

tatlve behavior. Some new eigenvalue algorithms were devised to cope with these

numerical complexities.
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4. Stro_Iy-Coupled Fermions and a few Dynamical Sy_etry

The quarks in QCD seem to be more complicated than the gluons in two respects.

Simple variational wave functions do not work as weil. Also, large nc approxima-

tions are less reliable and useful, because of non-uniformity of convergence. Our

recent work has shown how these difficulties arise and point a way toward overcom-

ing the m.

Capstick, Cutkosky, and Joensen have recently shown that the pair model pos-

sesses a heretofore unrecognized dynamical symmetry that makes possible an exact

strong-coupling solution. This symmetry has its origin in helicity conservation,

a feature of the Coulomb interaction of massless fermions. In this pairing model,

however, the Coulomb interaction actually embodies helicity conservation in a

stronger sense. In the single flavor case, the resultant symmetry group is SU(2),

corresponding to a "helicity-spin." The lowest multiplet has zero Coulomb energy.

The free-particle energy can be incorporated through use of perturbation theory.

The fermion condensation takes place only asymptotically, and chiral symmetry is

"almost spontaneously broken." These resuts are independent of the number of

colors or the momentum-transfer dependence of the interaction.

Since the vanishing of the mean Coulomb energy for a large interaction con-

stant depends on the exact cancellation of large positive and negative terms, it

is easy to see how calculations which do not take these into account might arrive

at incorrect results.

In the case of f flavors, the symmetry group is SU(Zf). The approach to the

strong-coupling limit is more complicated for f>1. Additional numerical calcu-

lations are required, using knowledge of the SU(f)xSU(2) content of SU(2f) repre-

sentations. In effect, SU(2f) group theory can be used to provide new kinds of

variational wave functions. This work is being continued by Capstick, Cutkosky,

and Joensen.
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B. IIAI)RON_

Problems in hadron phenomenology continue to be of interest to several members

of the CMU group. Properties of baryons and baryon resonances have been an important

focus for many years, and has involved both data analysis and study of baryon models.

The o_ initia QCD calculations have been motivated by attempts to understand better

the phenomenologica] models.

I. Structure of the _N Pll Partial Wave Amplitude

IrL their analysis of _ - N scattering, Arndt, Ford, and Roper noticed that the

PI_(1470) resonance was associated with two poles on the Riemann surface of the par-

tia] wave amplitude. They questioned the existence of a second PII resonance near

1700 MeV. This led to some speculation about the adequacy of simple constituent

quark models of the nucleon resonances. Cutkosky and S. Wang (a student) carried

out parallel fits to the energy dependence of the VPI P11 amplitude data and the

1980 [.BL-CHU data. For each set of data, two resonances were obtained, at roughly

1470 MeV and 1700 MeV. Each of these resonances is associated with a cluster of

poles on the Riemann surface, as is usually expected to occur in a multi-channel

situat ion.

2. Electromagnetic Cooplings of Baryons

Capstick and G. Karl (Guelph) have recently calculated the momentum-transfer

dependence of the amplitude for photo-exciting (via a virtual photon from a scat-

tered electron) the /%resonance of the nucleon system. A program has been devel-

oped to calculate the electromagnetic couplings of all the baryons, but should be

extended to a model which includes relativistic corrections to the transition oper-

ator. This would allow calculation of the Q2 dependence (in a range where the

quark model is applicable) and the Q2 = 0 values of the photo-excitation amp]itudes

of the low-lying resonances.
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3. Baryon Transition Rates In the Quark ]lode1

Capstick, J. Silva (a student), and Wolfenstein are examining weak decay rates

of heavy quark baryons using the Isgur-Karl model. The idea is to see if physical

insight can be gained through examining how the Isgur-Wise symmetries are manifested

in this model.

4. Compton Scattering

Capstick and B. Keister (CFIU Nuclear Theory) are examining the amplitudes for

Compton scattering off nucleons, at a high enough energy that the simple picture of

nucleon polarizability breaks down. They are using quark model wavefunctions for

tile initial and final state nucleons and intermediate resonances. They also plan

to examine explicit relativistic effects (which contribute to the expansion of the

Compton amplitude in powers of co) within a simple analytic light-front Hamiltonian

mode I.

S. Hadronic Decays of Baryon Resonances

Capstick and W. Roberts (Harvard) are calculating the strong decays of baryons

usi_: the relativized model wavefuncLions, in the quark pair creation (3P o) model.

This ab _n_tLo calculation can describe all baryon strong couplings in terms of

just one or two parameters, allowing for systematic correlations of the decay

widths for resonances. They can also make a broader comparison of the theoreti-

cal spectrum with the data, since the calculation will predict which states couple

to their production channels in N_ and KN; earlier analyses were not able to make

predictions for states in N_, e.g., with high J.

6. Spin and Strange Quark Content of the Proton

The result from the EMC (European Huon Collaboration) on deep inelastic scat-

tering with polarized muon and polarized target seems to indicate that the spin of

the proton is not carried by the quarks contrary to the naive expectation of the

quark model. Several authors have pointed out that the EMC result represent not
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only the quark contribution but also the gluonic contribution due to the axial

anomaly. Li, in collaboration with T. P. Cheng, has used the pole dominance in

the current divergence equations to estimate the gluonic contribution which turns

out to be quite sizable. One advantage of this approach is that the separation

between quark and gluon contribution is gauge invariant. These calculations also

give the pseudoscalar Higgs couplings to the nucleons and tile result has been

applied to Weinberg's model of CP violation to get a more reliable estimate of

the electric dipole moment of the nucleon.

Another interesting consequence of the EMC result is the sizable strange

quark contribution to the axial vector matrix element of nucleon. Also in the

sum rule for nucleon mass, the strange quark gives a very significant contribution.

Li, ill collaboration with T. P. Cheng, has suggested that this is because the

strange quark is not heavy enough compared to QCD confinement scale to decouple

from the nucleons.

A review of current theoretical interpretation of the EMC result was presented

at the 1990 DPF meeting at Rice University.

C. WEAK I_ION PHYSICS

Twenty-five years after its discovery, the fundamental origins of CP violation

are still unclear. The possibility still exists that most or all of CP violation

is due to a new superweak interaction. Wolfenstein and Li and their collaborators

have developed and analyzed a variety of models of CP violation including multi-

Higgs models, left-right models, and majoron models. Wolfenstein summarized the

present status of this problem in the final talk of the 1989 Blois Conference on

CP Violation.

After the discovery of the relatively long B lifetime, Wolfenstein pointed

out that the quark mixing (CKM) matrix could be expanded in powers of the Cabibbo

angle leading to a simple parameterization that is now widely used. He also used
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this to show that there would be large CP violation In the B system. With a

student, Altomari, he investigated the determination of Vcb trying to show that

the calculation of Grinstein, Isgur, and Wise of semi-leptonic B decays was model

Independent. The problems raised by this investigation ultimately led Isgur and

Wise to develop an interesting model-independent formulation that has led to a

large number of papers recently.

Li has a long standing interest in the physics due to the Higgs particle,

which plays an important role ill the symmetry breaking mechanism in the standard

model. This remains one of the most poorly understood parts of the present theory.

Tile possible existence of a number of Higgs particles is of special interest in

exploring the physics beyond the standard model. In the past, work has beerl done

on the symmetry properties of Higgs particles and tile physical effects of the

charged Higgs particles in the lo_, energy phenomenology. More recently, the

emphasis is oll the effects on rare decays and contributions to the higher order

electroweak processes.

The search for a non-zero neutrino mass represents a very intriguing method

for finding physics beyond the standard model. There exists a very interesting

range of neutrino masses and mlxings that can only be explored via the study of

solar neutrinos. This is particularly true because of the enhancement of oscil-

lations as a result of the effect of the material medium of the sun, the Mikhaeyev-

Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect. Wolfenstein has worked closely with solar model-

ists like John Bahcall and experimentalists like Ray Davis, Al Mann, and Gene Beier

to analyze the best ways to probe neutrino masses. This included participation in

the Snowmass Workshop in 1986 and the organization of a workshop at the Aspen Cen-

ter for Physics in i987. A careful review of solar neutrinos was prepared by

Wolfenstein with Davis and Mann for the Annual Review of Nuclear and Partlcle

Science.
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This work has been aided by a succession of outstanding students. Darwin

Chang, now on the faculty of Northwestern, developed a simple version of the

left-rlght model of CP violation. Palash Pal, now a postdoc at Oregon, analyzed

the radiative decay of massive Majorana neutrinos leading to an understanding of

the importance of the CP eigenvalue of Majorana neutrinos. Jiang Liu, about to

start his second postoctoral appointment at Penn, critically analyzed theories

of neutrino magnetic moments.

1. Direct CP Violation

A fundamental question in CP violation is whether there exists direct CP

violation ill AS = I amplitudes as in the standard model or whether the only CP

violation is due to superweak mixing. Wolfenstein together with Bruce Winstein

(University of Chicago) is reviewing the ways to search for direct CP violation

including the e' parameter, B decays and the decay KL _ _°e+e-.

2. CP Violation In B± Decays

In the standard model there is the possibility of a rate difference between

the decays B+ * F and B- -_ F where F is some particular subset of all final states.

As a result of CPT invariance the calculation of the rate difference requires

calculating a final-state strong interaction effect (FSI). Wolfenstein has pub-

lished a formalism for handling this FSI in a manner that is manife,stly CPT

invariant. This formalism serves to elucidate problems that have arisen using

the standard procedure of cutting penguin graphs for the FSI and also has raised

important questions concerning the accuracy of the standard procedure. Soares,

a student of Wolfenstein, has finished a detailed calculation of the CP-violating

rate difference for the radiative decays of the form b _ s + y and b _ d + y.

Alternative approaches to treating the FSI problem are being studied.
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3. Bajoron llodels and Neutrino Decay

Choi, a postdoc who left in September 1990 to go to UCSD, and Santamaria, a

visitor from Spain, have worked on a variety of majoron models, in particular,

those that are not constrained by 7.° data. In particular, they analyzed the

effects of majorons on supernova cooling. Wolfenstein and Soares analyzed pos-

sible observations of a liEht neutrino uL resulting from the decay of a heavy

neutrino to uL plus a majoron for neutrinos from a supernova. If neutrinos

more massive than the cosmological limit of 100 ev are discovered, this decay

mode must be considered seriously.

4. The Solar Neutrino Problem

Wolfenstein continues to study results of solar neutrino experiments and to

analyze tile possibilities of future experiments. W_ile a number of authors have

claimed that a particular NSW solution is indicated by the data, Wolfenstein pre-

fers a more cautious approach.

The possibility of a time variation iri the solar neutrino rate has led to

interest in the neutrino magnetic moment. Wolfenstein had stated some years ago

that a Konopinski-Nahmoud (ZKN) Dirac neutrino made from ue and up would have

a suppressed magnetic moment. Using a symmetry proposed by Voloshin, Wolfenstein

has analyzed more generally the conditions on models for suppression or enhancement

of the ratio of magnetic moment to mass.

5. Higgs Particles and Z Decays

Li is engaged in a systematic analysis of models with a number of Higgs

bosons. The general feature of extended Higgs structures is that there are

usually too many free parameters and there is no strong experimental guidance

for choosing any particular scheme. The recent results from LEP have provided

valuable information in restricting the possible extensions of the simple Higgs

structure in the standard model. Li is interested in studying systematically the
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full implication of the precision measurements of Z decays on the simple extensions

of the Higgs structure of the standard model. Of special interest are the sing]et

Hajoron model where there is a Goldstone boson associated with the spontaneous

breaklng of lepton number and the two doublet model which has strong motivation

in supersymmetry.

6. Effect of Very Heavy Fermions in Gauge Theories

Experimental evidence seems to indicate that the t-quark in the standard

model is much heavier than all the other fermions we have seen so far. One of the

interesting questions is whether this feature will provide some clue about any

physics beyond the standard model. Work is under way to study the general proper-

ties of gauge theories with superheavy fermions. The general expectation is that

at low energies these superheavy particles should decouple. However, in gauge

theories, the situation is more complicated because some fermions obtain thelr

masses through spontaneous symmetry breaking and heavy mass implies strong Yukawa

coupling. If decoupling is not valid, it might provide a window for studying

effects of heavy particles at low energies.

D. COS]KK/)&_ AND OUAWVOM FIELD _Y

In the four years since Holman joined the CHU theory group, his work has been

focussed mostly on the interface of particle physics and cosmology. He has also

worked on various aspects of string theory (such as string phenomenology as well as

on more formal issues).

1. String Theory

S. Sen (Trinity College, Dublin) and Holman constructed a candidate string

field theory for closed strings, following up Witten's work for the open string

case. They also worked on the string operator formalism and showed how the one-

loop partition function (related to the torus) could be obtained from that of the

twice punctured sphere.
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Dan Boyanovsky (Pitt} and Holman have pursued a program of trying to under-

stand various issues in conformal field theory (CFT). They have investigated

topics such as Zamolodchikov's c-theorem, for which they provided a more usable

proof within the g-expansion and tile renormalization of the density of states of

a CFT as one moves along a renormalization group (RG) flow in the space of coup-

lings of CFT's. They have also examined the properties of the field theory cor-

responding to the 2-D Coulomb gas of electric and magnetic charges, with particu-

lar attention being paid to their RG properties.

2. Wormhole Physics

Kiwoon Choi (a previous postdoc of ours, now at UCSD) and Holman were able to

use Preskill's prescription for computing coupling constants within the wormhole

calculus to show that the O parameter of QCD was calculable in this framework and

was driven to e=_. This could be viewed as dealing a severe blow to the wormhole

program. They also examined the consequences of incorporating a Peccei-0uinn sym-

metry into the wormhole calculus.

3. Cosmology and Particle Physics

Together with T. I(ephart (Vanderbilt) and D. Reiss (Lincoln Labs), Holman

investigated the question of the formation of domain walls in the breaking of the

symmetry among the E8's in the E8 x E8 superstring. Also on the topic of domain

walls, P. Andersoll (Wake Forest), W. Hiscock (Montana State) and Holman calculated

the particle production due to the change in space time which occurs when a domain

wall forms.

Most recently, Holman's interests have been captured by extended inflation

models. Together with a student, Yun Wang (finishing this year), Rocky Kolb

(Fermilab Astrophysics group) and his student, Sharon Yadas, Holman has examined

many aspects of this new model of inflation. A sampling of the topics investi-

gated is: tunneling in the presence of a Brans-Dicke field, extended inflation
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model building, and density fluctuations and large scale structure in extended

inflation. These investigations have been extremely fruitful and are proceeding.

Together with the above mentioned team, Holman Is continuing work on under-

standing the possib]e density fluctuation spectra coming from extended inflation

models. They have fouled one very promising class of models utilizing non-linear

realizations of scale invariance that gives rise to safe extended inflation and

a second "slow-rollover" inflationary epoch, lhis is a natural implementation

of so-called "double inflation" models and appears to have a density fluctuation

spectrum with promising features for large scale structure formation.

Holman is also working on the use of late time phase transitions to generate

large scale structure. Rocky Kolb, Chris Hill (FNAL) and our current postdoc,

A. Gupta, have been tryi1_g to understand the statistical mechanics of the "schlzon"-

like models proposed for this. Gupta and Holman are also examining Hajoron models

from the viewpoint of classifying what types of phase transitions the Hajorons can

be made to perform.

Tom l(ephart and Holman are examining some issues concerning non-abelian cosmic

strings and domain walls that may appear when non-abelian discrete symmetries are

broken spontaneously. They intend to study questions such as the existence of ferm-

ion zero-modes among others.

Finally, D. Boyanovsky, R. Willey (Pitt), Gupta and Holman are trying to under-

stand the dynamics of so-called vacuum tunnelling phase transitions.

E. __ ELI_CF£ODIqmU_ICS

The most precisely predicted and measured quantity in physical science is the

anomalous magnetic moment of g factor of the e]ectron. Our ability to compute tile

value of that quantity depends upon the extraordinary predictive power of Quantum

Electrodynamics. Though there is no proof of its validity, the perturbation theory
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expansion of that theory, the well-known Feynman graph expansior,, has been verified

through its fourth term in the fine structure constant, (x, eighth order in the coup-

ling constant e.

This precise comparison between theory and experiment provides Important lnform-

atlon for particle theory. Foremost, it provides a verification of the efficacy of

the perturbation expansion approach in field theory as well as for the renormaliza-

tion procedures without which the theory is nonsense. This comparison provides an

extremely precise determination of the lille structure constant. The sensitivity of

the theoretical result to the existence and properties of other particles, which

may appear in intermedlate states while the electron interacts with a magnetic field

and thus alter slightly the strength of that interaction, provides a strong filter

on those properties.

The extraction of theoretica] values for g require formidable analytical and

numerical computation. The most precise experiment values are the results of direct

measurements of microwave frequency ratios for single low temperature electrons (and

positrons) in low Landau levels in Penning traps. The table at the end of this re-

port summarizes the theoretical and experimental situation including the small con-

tributions due to the effects of more massive particles appearing in low order terms

of the perturbation expansion. A recent book I with chapters by most workers in this

field, including Levine, Remiddi and Roskies, and edited by T. Kinoshita of Cornell,

provides both an excellent introductlon to this fleld as well as detalled artlcles

on the variety of experimental and theoretical techniques used in all aspects of

OED.

lOuantum Electrodynamics, Advanced Series on Direction in High Energy Physics -

Vol. 7, World Pu])lishing Co., Singapore, 1990.
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Levine and his collaborators have been pioneers in the computational techniques

used to extract the theoretical values for g from the perturbation theory expansion.

The theoretical _,ork involves large amounts of both computer algebra and numerical

computation. The algebraic work is required to reduce the numerous, very large

tenEor and matrix expressions to multiple scalar quadratures. Doing the resultant

integrals has required a variety of techniques, both analytic (again by computer)

and numeric. These techniques include the direct numerical integration in Feynman

parameter space, combined numerical and analytic hyperspherical (Wick rotated

momentum space) integration, and analytic evaluation of dispersion integrals. Num-

erical approaches are complicated by tile need to extract both IR and UV divergences

through counter terms so as to leave parameter-free, integrable expressions. All

approaches are complicated by the large number of graphs and counter terms, the

complexity of the graphs (both topological and numerical), the hlgh order of inte-

grations and the rapid increase of all those factors at each successive order in

the perturbation expansion.

Over the yearS, Levine has worked in this field by himself and in collabora-

tion at various times with Jon Wright, Ralph Roskies, Ettore Remiddi and with

numerous students and postdocs. The forms of the work have included work in

machine algebra, numerical techniques, machine design and construction and admin-

istration.

ASH]_EDAI, a program for doing computer algebra, was the first of its kind and

was invented by Levine for these types of problems, lt is still in use by several

workers in this field. Effort is still spent maintaining, fixing, and improving it

to enable it to deal with the ever larger expressions %";ich arise with increasing

order. Remiddi is now completing a multi-year project to evaluate, analytically,

the contributions of the light-by-light graphs in 6rh order. That work has required

-- many hundreds of hours of ASHMEDAI runs distributed over gangs of workstations, lt
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uncovered some ASH/_EDAI buggs which we fixed (and discovered that they had not

effected the result!). Wqaen complete, that project should provide better numbers

for those graphs than the current best numbers obtained numerically by Levine and

coworkers.

This group was first to complete the 6th order calculation some years ago.

Part of Levine's effort goes into improving the values for a few sets of 6th order

graphs which have not yet yielded to fully analytical techniques and which con-

tribute to the theoretical error in a substantial way.

Host effort is going into the 8rh order vertex graphs. The amount of numer-

!cal work required for that effort is truly extraordinary. Kinoshita was able to

complete his work on that calculation by accessing a supercomputer in Japan. At

the time, access to equivalent domestic machines was much too severely constrained

to support such an effort. The computational requirement led Levirle to build com-

putational engines specifically for this purpose with partial hardware support from

Intel in the form of chips and then to seek additional resources. It is amusing

to realize that that quest led directly to the founding of the Pittsburgh Supercom-

puting Center through a joint proposal by Levine and Roskies.

That numerical work has used both the specially built hardware and a variety

of other computationa3 resources at the Unlversity and constitutes most of the

work. In addition, Levine and Roskies are revisiting some of their joint semi-

numerical work on one particularly troublesome set of 6rh order graphs in the hope

of further reducing those errors. Also, they are using the analytic techniques

associated with the hyperspherical integration scheme to get fully analytic values

for the topologicaIly simp/est 8th order vertex graphs. Wqlile these are not the

most difficult to do numerically, having analytlc values for them will be used in

its own right and will provide a very important cross-check on the numerical work.
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We anticipate spending the next several years on this project primarily doing

the numerical integrations in Feynman parameter space. Given the current availabil-

ity of comparatively large amounts of computer time and the importance of having a

verified value for the anomaly, continued work on this project is more than justified.
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S_MMARY NUMBERS FOR a(e) &

Experimental values for the anomaly',a.=(g-2)/2:

ao_ = I 159 652 188.4 (4.3) 10 -12 (e p)

8e+ = 1 159 652 187.9 (4.3) 10 -12

[University of Washington group; Penning trap; Dehmelt & Van Dyck]

Theory :

QED :

a. = cz*(_l_) + c2-(_/_)2 + Ca(ul_)a + C4.(ul_)• + ...

[ where (u/_) 4 ~ 29 * 10 -12 ]

C I = 0.5... C2 = -0.328 478 965 ...

C 3 = 1.176 II (42) C4 = -1.434 (138)

Other :

aQ = 2.804 * 10 -12 (muon)

8e = 0.010 * I0 -12 (tau)

ao = 1.6 (2)* 10 -12 (hadron)

a. = 0.05 * 10 -12 (weak)

To generate a 'theoretical' value for comparison with e_perlment we take:

I/_ = 137. 035 997 9(32) [quantized Hall effect]

to produce :

[ae_ = 1 159 652 188.4 (4.3) 10 -12 (exp)]

= ae = 1 159 652 140. (5.3) (4.1) (27.1) * 10 -12
\ \ \

\ \ \_ 'error' in u !
\ \ }
\ \_ 'error' in C4 } s (27.9)
\ )
\_ 'error' in C3 }

Which agrees to 1.7 std. dev. ! [ (...188.4 - ...140.}/27.9 = 1.7 ]

Alternatively, we can use the experimental value and theoretical expression

for a(e) to generate an independent estimate for G:

1/u = 137.035 992 22(94)

[where (94) comes from experimental (50) and theoretical (79) uncertainties]
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I NTRODUCT I ON

During 1990, the entire group effort was concentrated on the L3

experiment at LEP. Brock, Linde, Rippich, Shi (until October), Vogel (until

August), and G. Wang were continuously based at CERN. Ferguson started his

sabbatical at CERN in June. In addition, Engler and Kraemer spent part of

the summer 1990 at CERN.

Our group was one of the founders of the L3 experiment at LEP when it

was formed in 1982. At that time we were participants of the Crystal Ball

collaboration at DESY.

The results of the Crystal Ball experiment are the subject of 23

publications to date. They are mainly concerned with properties of the T

(Upsilon) system and studies of two photon processes. Some of the studies

of two photon reactions were greatly facilitated by cosmic muon veto counters

designed and implemented by our group. (Irl addition we had contributed readout
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electronics for the upgraded inner tracking chamber of the Crystal Ball

experiment.)

Given our experience with electromagnetic calorimetry dating back to the

LENA collaboration at DESY, it was natural for us to become involved with

electromagnetic calorimetry for L3 using BGO crystals. Our group was involved

in most aspects of the R & D of BGO and, in particular, in radiation damage

studies of this material. Through brief collaboration with the TPC/PEP 9

experiment at SLAC, we were able to show that BGO crystals were eminently suited

for electromagnetic calorimetry even irl a severe radiation environment.

We also constructed BGO/scintillator luminosity monitors for use by CESR

for the South Area (CLEO) and the North Area (CUSB) intersection regions. They

confirmed the usefulness of BGO in high radiation areas. These luminosity

monitors have worked reliably for several years. The "instant" information

on CESR performance they provided turned out to be a substantial contribution

to the steady improvement of the CESR luminosity.

During our participation in the CLEO experiment, we were involved in many

studles of the _-family as well as the decay properties of B mesons resulting

in over 25 papers. The latest work at CLEO where me_)ers of our group (Brock,

Ferguson and Vogel) led the effort is a "Study of _+_- transitions from the

T(3S) and a search for the hb." Our essential participation with the CLEO

collaboration ended towards the end of 2988 as preparation for completion of

the L3 detector required all our efforts at CERN.

The main responsibility of our group for the L3 experiment was the

design, construction and operation of the Luminosity monitor. The goal was

to achieve an accuracy on the luminosity measurement of iZ. The device we

designed and built is a highly segmented calorimeter consisting of 608

BGO crystals of 24 rad. lengths preceded by 4 planes of proportional
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chambers. In addition, our group assumed complete responsibility for the

on-llne and off-line analysis of the data. The luminosity monitor was ready

for operation at the beginning of LEP operation (August 89) and by now has

already exceeded its design goal of I_ accuracy.

In addition to our responsibility for the luminosity measurement, our

group has also major involvement in the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter and

data analysis of the L3 experiment which thus far has produced 26 papers.

Although our participation in LEP experiments will continue for many

more years, we have als(, begun a serious R & D effort in preparation for SSC

experiments via the L* proposal. We have again chosen electromagnetic

calorimetry and are exploring various fluoride crystals, in particular BaF 2"

Fluoride crystals have fast (nanosecond) scintillation components and

also promise to exhibit the necessary radiation hardness. Funding has in

principle been approved, and we expect to devote increasing effort to this

project.

L3 PE_RFORMANL_EANDOVERVIEWOFPHYSIC_RESULTS

The L3 experiment took data on and near the Z° resonance from February

until August of 1990, after which LEP shut down for the rest of the year.

This 1990 run resulted irl a tenfold increase iri the amount of data over the

1989 sample. The total integrated luminosity accumulated in L3 now stands

at S.S pb-I. This translates into " 120,000 hadronic and ~ 10,000 leptonic

final state events, and ~ S00,000 forward angle Bhabha events. Analysis of

these data have thus far resulted in 26 papers, of which 22 are published,

and the remainder submitted for publication and available as L3 preprints.

The Z° resonance as observed in e+e - _ hadrons is shown in fig. I.

The main analysis efforts were concentrated on (I) precision measuremer_ts

-_
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of the Z ° resonance (2) searches for exotic new particles (notably the Higgs

boson) (3) tests of QCD and OED, and (4) the study of Z ° decays into bb quarks.

(1) Electroweak parameters

We have measured the reactions e+e - + e+e -, p+_J- and _+_- at I.EP in the

energy range 88.2 ( Js ( 94.2 GeV, around the Z ° resonance (figs. 2a, b, c).

A total luminosity of S.S pb-I has been recorded with the L3 detector corres-

ponding to the following final event sample:

115097 e+e - + hadrons events,

4i7S e+e - + e+e - (y) events,

324S e+e - _ p+p- (y) events,

2S40 e+e-+ T.+z- (¥) events.

A good understanding of the detector leads to low systematic errors which

permits us to use the full potential of the high statistics data.

A combined fit to all reactions gives the follovirmg values of the Z°

parameters :

Mz = 91.181 + 0.010 ± 0.030 (LEP) GeV,

Fz : 2S01 + 17 MeV, Fha d = 1742 + 19 MeV,

F e : 83.3 ± 1.1 HeY, Fp : 84.S ± 2.0 MeV, F._ : 84.0 ± 2.7 MeV,

r"1 : 83.6 ± 0.8 MeV,

Fin v : S08 ± 17 MeV.

From the measured ratio of Fin v / F1 we extract for the number of light

neutrino species:

Nu : 3.0S ± 0.10.

Including the measurements of the forward-backward asymmetries (figs. 3a,

b, c), we determine the vector and axial-vector neutral current coupling

constants of charged leptons to the Z ° to be:
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_0. Oi_gV = -0.046 012 '

gA = -O.SO0 • 0.003.

Flg. _ shows this result plotted in the gv - gA plane, together with

confidence level "contours".

Fitting all our data in the framework of the Standard Mode] with Nu = 3

and (xs = 0.11S ± 0.009, we determine the mass of the top quark:

mt = i j__69qq.52:L 16 (an uncertainty due to Higgs mass) GeV

Alternatively, we can derive a value of the W mass

Mw = 80.44 • O._S GeV

or, expressed in terms of the weak mixing angle,

M2W
sin 2 OW - I - 0.222 ± 0.008

H2
Z

which corresponds to the following value of the effective weak mixing angle:

sin 2 {3 = 0.231S ± 0.002S.
W

These results are independent of the Higgs mass for SO < MH < 1000 GeV.

All our results are in good agreement with tile predictions of the

Standard Model, with the results from neutrino experiments and with the

other measurements at LEP, SLC and the PP colliders.

The single most important result in the above list, is the determination

of the number of (light) neutrino species:

Nv = 3.05 ± 0.10.

This number is derived from a measurement of the hadronic and leptonic

widths of the Z° and thereby, the "invisible" width r = 508 ± 17 MeV.
inv

The relevance of thls result is twofold: (a) It is obviously consistent

with N = 3 and rules out both N = 4 arid N = 2 at high levels of
I) U t)

statistical significance, (b) the closeness of Fin v to the SM prediction,

Fin v (SM, 3 species) = S01 MeV.
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and the small experimental error, leave very little room for any "non-

standard" physics.

This enabled us to set limits of the order of 40 GeV on the masses for

"exotic" particles, e.g. additional neutrinos or "squarks", i.e.

supersymmetric partners to the quarks.

(2) Searches for Higgs and other exotic particles.

L3 has done extensive searches for a large number of hypothetical particles.

We have not found any evidence for their existence, and give the following lower

limits on their respective masses (9SZ C.L.).

particle mlow(GeV)

MSM Higgs H° 32

charged Higgs H+, H- 36.5

heavy neutrino :

Dirac, stable 42.8

Hajoralaa, stable 34.8

Dirac, unstable 46.4

Majorana, unstable 42.8

scalar muon, electron _,e 41
N

scalar W (wino) 44

excited electron e 4S.0

* 45.3excited muon p

* 45.5excited tau z

(3) Tests of QCD and QED

We studied hadronic multi-jet events on the Z ° resonance. From the

relative fraction of 3-jet compared to 2-jet events, we determine the strong

coupling constant ohs (HZ ) = 0 11S ± 0 00S (exp) +0.012 (theor) to second• " -0 010
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order in QCD. Analyzing angular correlations in 4 let events, we find that

the data agree well with OCD whereas they are inconsistent with an alternative

"abellan" model. This can be interpreted as first evidence for the triple

gluon vertex predicted by QCD.

From a study of the purely electromagnetic reaction e+e - + y_, at center-

of-mass energies near 91 GeV, we find that the results are irlgood agreement

with QED. We derive limits on the QED cutoff parameters:

A+ ) 103 GeV and A > 118 GeV.

(4) B Meson and b Quark Physics at the Z °
w

We have identified a sample of Z°_bb decay events using hadronic data

containing leptons (e or p) of high momentum and high transverse momentum

(see figs. 5, and 6). We observed B°-B ° mixing and determined the mixing

+o.o_9 o B° since we
parameter XB = 0.178_ o o_o • (This is an average over Bd and s

cannot distinguish between the two.) We also determined the forward-

backward asymmetry iri Z° _ bb, Ab_ = 13.0+4"4% which allows an independent-q..2 '

derivation of the weak mixing angle: sin2e = 0.226 ± 0.008.
%4

Specific CN1! Contributions

TlJe main responsibility of our group at L3 continued to be the operatiol_

of the luminosity monitor, although we took on analysis projects as well

(see belo%4).

The measurement of the lumir_osity is obviously important for nearly all

the physics results of an e+e - experiment. Our group has therefore

continuously analyzed and given "The L3 Luminosity" on a run-by-run basis.

Usually, the final experimental error on physics results is dominated by sources

other than the error on the luminosity. There is, however, one experiment %4here

=n
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the crucial limiting error comes from the uncertainty in the luminosity (Z) and

that is the determination of the number of neutrino species, N . Here a 17.
%)

uncertainty in Z translates into an uncertainty on N of 0.08.
%)

We are happy to report that we have now achieved a total systematic

error on Z of 0.9X.

The actual experimental systematic uncertainty is even as low as 0.77,, but

we have to include a theoretical systematic uncertainty of 0.$7` (due to higher

order QED corrections). The high accuracy in _ was achieved through a combJT_-

at ion of

- on-line monitoring of the readout system using the LED pulser system

built at CNI_

- complete off-line calibration of all 608 BGO crystals using real

Bhab]la data events

- systematic study of trigger efficieTJcies by a combination of "double

tag" arid "single tag" triggers

- careful backgroulJd studies

- optimization of fiducial cuts

- accurate determinatior, of the position of the inner radius of our

cylindrical calorimeter. To this end we used the proportional wire

chambers built at CMU and placed i_J front of the luminosity monitor.

A typical Bhabha event is shown in fig. 7.

Figs. 8a, b, c show-, respectively, the coplanarity, tlle observed

energy and the angular distribution for Bhabha events in the luminosity

monitor with the Monte Carlo predicted histograms overlaid. The agreement

ranges over many orders of magnitude in each case. We should like to

emphasize that the L3 luminosity monitor is positioned at the smallest

forward angles of all LEP experiments. We were thereby able to accum,Jlate
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sufficient numbers of Bhabha events to obtain a statistical error nearly one

order of magnitude below our systematic uncertainty.

Professor Vogel's graduate student, X. Shi, has worked on the "determ-

ination of the number of neutrino species" as his thesis project. Thus our

group has been actively involved in one other aspect of the neutrino counting

effort: the evaluation of the hadronic cross section at the Z °. Considering

Nh

that hadronic cross sections are obtained from (_h - Z , our group has in effect

provided major input to both the "numerator" and the "denominator" of the

hadron analysis. In addition, Dr. Linde has been the analysis coordinator

on the latest determination of electroweak parameters for hadronic and

leptonic decays of the Z°.

Finally, our group is actively participating in the B physics analysis

effort at L3, and we--(in particular Professor Ferguson and his student,

G. Wang)--were already able to make contributions to recent L3 papers on

Z°_bb decays. With data samples of 10 6 - 10 7 Z° possibly available to us

in the near future, we see B physics on the Z ° as a rich field that we would

like to pursue vigorously.

FUTURE PLANS

During the coming year we again expect our work at LEP to occupy most of

the group's time and effort. In addition we have begun to devote increasing

efforts on R & D work in preparation for SSC experiments. Irl particular, we

have submitted, together with physicists from Caltech, Princeton, LANL, ORNL

and BNL, a request to the SSC Laboratory for funding. This request is for the

development of a precision BaF 2 crystal calorimeter for the detector L*.

_ .... _I _ "'_ "'^ will ^_- _"IllS.. _..Pl VlJJLe_ll_ WllJI. ql_ li W_: ,_lll._Jl.i t_'-_;_ iii II_ I., 1 II:::: fO I.L.ILUW/II_I_...' ---- :

i) Optimization of radiation resistant reflecting materials for
_
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wrapping crystals

2) Study radiation resistant [IV coupling materials between crystals,

quartz wedges and phototriodes

3) Development of a [IV laser and quartz fiber monitoring system for BaF 2

crystals.

The above items are discussed in the L* "Expression of Interest" to the

SSC Laboratory. Recently we have obtained two 2x2x20 cm3 BaF 2 crystals from

the Shanghai Institute of Ceramics. The properties of these crystals with

various wrapping materials are being investigated with the help of Hamamatsu

photomultiplier with UV sensitive cathode. As soon as funds from the SSC

subsystem R & D program become availab.le, we k,ill acquire, the necessary hard-

ware for the UV monitoring system.

Startirlg ill 1993, we plan a significant upgrade of the L3 luminosity moni-

tor which we hope to complete by 199t_.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. i (a) The cross section for e+e - d hadrons as a function of Js. The
solid curve is the result of Standard Model fit to the hadronic and

leptonic cross section measurements. (b) The cross section ratio of
the measured value to the fitted value as a function of 4§ for

e+e - d hadrons.

Fig. 2 (a) The s-channel cross section in the angular range 44 ° < O < 136 °

and with E < 2S ° for e+e - d e+e -, (b) the cross section for

e+e - d p+p-, corrected for geometrical acceptance and (c) the cross
section for e+e - d z+z -, corrected for geometrical acceptance, as a
function of 4_. The solid curves are the result of a Standard Model

fit to the hadronic and leptonic cross section measurements.

Fig. 3 The forward-backward asymmetry for (a) e+e - @ e+e - in the

44 ° < O < 136 ° angular range and with _ < 2S °, (b) e+e - _ p+p- , and
(c) e+e - _ z+x - everlts as a function of J_. The solid curves are the

result of a Standard Model fit to all hadronic and leptonic measurements.

Fig. 4 Values of g and g obtained from a fit to the hadronic and leptonic
V A

cross sections and leptonic forward-backward asymmetries. The contours

shown represent the 68% (solid) and the 9S% (dotted) confidence level

limits. The point indicates the solution preferred by neutrino scattering

experiments.

Fig. S ]lea.gured muon momentum and electron energy distribution for inclusive

lepton events, compared to Monte Carlo simulation for various processes.

T|le data at high momezltum (energy) are dominated by "prompt" b _ £ decays.

Fig. 6 Measured transverse momentum distribution for inclusive lepton events,

compared to Monte Carlo simulations, after applying cuts of p,, > 4 GeV/c

and E > 8 GeV in the distributions of fig. S. The data at h_gh Pl are
domineted by prompt b _ [ decays.

Fig. 7 A Bhabha event as seen in the calorimeter of the luminosity monitor.
Only energy deposits exceeding 2S0 MeV are shown. The size of each dark

box is proportional to the energy deposit in the corresponding crystal.

The tight fiducial volume corresponds to the outline shown in bold for
the -z calorimeter.

Fig. 8 (a) The observed coplanarity distribution, AC. The cuts used to

select Bhabha events, IA¢ - 180 °] < 10 °, and the sidebands used for the

background subtraction are indicated in the figure. (b) Distribution

.of the observed energies normalized to the beam energy. (c) Distribution

of the observed polar scattering angle, O. All three distributions are

compared to the Monte Carlo simulations. The Monte Carlo sample is ten

times smaller than the data sample.
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CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY

DE-AC02-76ER03066

CMU fl04391 - 04-01-91

TASK #ERT000S KA-01-01

TECHNICAL PROGRESS

VAX OPERATION

Faculty: M. J. Levine, J. S. Russ

COMPUTER OPERATIONS FOR HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

The Carnegie Mellon high energy physics group has just completed a major upgrade

of tile computer facilities, funded during FY87-89 by a DOE grant totalling $170K. Tllis

has replaced the VAX 11/780 with a cluster of six MJcroVax III machines and augmerited

the disk storage with 8.9 Gbyte of new disks. We continue to operate 1.8 Gbyte of

10-year-old CDC disks that just keep on runnirig, albeit more noisily than when they

were new.

The new hardware has beer, very reliable and serves our needs weil. However,

one can see on the near horizon the end of the VMS era in high energy physics COb-

put/ng. The cost-performance product of t]_e UNIX-based RISC machir,es is too much

better than the DEC product to be ignored. Therefore, we plan to begin a modest,

slow-paced exploration of these machines to build toward the future.

The recent Fermilab UNIX acquisition has verified that at least three major

vendors (IBM, DEC, Silicon Graphics) produce UNIX machines which can compile and

execute VAX FORTRAN. This is an essential requirement for our work. There are

interesting trade-of fs at the urliversity level between cycles and screen capabil-

ity. Much analysis now depends on event displays. What is the cost/benefit

analysis for a multi-NIP box + x-terminals compared to networked ]ow-performarlce

workstations with individual screens? He acquired one DECSTATION 3100 machine

--

_
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last year and learned how much effort is needed to make it generally useful. TI,i_

year's budget includes funding for a larger UNIX processor. The most recent H-P

machine has an eye-popping MIPs rating, but its compiler is an unknown. This bud-

get request includes funds, given tile CMU discount on any of these machines, to

acquire either one 20 MIPs-scale machirJe to continue tl,e exp]oration or a set of x-

termina]s to evaluate their potential for HEP use.

c.L,.cc' •






